Horticulture Crossword Puzzle

Complete the puzzle below by filling in words that fit each clue, inspired by the gardens and plants at Hillwood.

Across
2. Gift to Post from her staff
3. Acres of gardens
4. Flower with its own house
7. Hillwood fall flower
8. 70th birthday gift for Post
9. Annual Post events on the Lunar Lawn
10. Hillwood’s original name
12. Garden designed by Myaida
14. Overlook
16. Area originally hidden from visitors
17. Hillwood garden designer
20. Marjorie Post’s favorite orchid

Down
1. Post’s final resting place
5. Lunar Lawn lion
6. View from the Lunar Lawn
11. French parterre plantings
13. Colorful path blooms
15. Putting green holes
18. Post’s head gardener
19. Motor court deity